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Solution Brief

Brainloop Secure Boardroom™

Key Challenges
› Confidential board documents and processes must be accessible by 
 directors in various, often disparate locations 

› Board books, minutes must be compiled/distributed quickly 

› Traditional document distribution can be costly, time-consuming 

› Business environment demands accelerated decision-making ability 

› Data breaches pose enormous risk to directors, executives, 
 corporation 

Brainloop Secure Boardroom™
› Centralized, secure repository ensures immediate, secure access 

› Board books can be easily collated, distributed 

› Strict access controls ensure document confidentiality and 
 protection 

› Online voting, acting by proxy and ad hoc meetings accelerate 
 decisions 

› Best-in-class security with advanced document encryption, 
 Microsoft RMS, operator shielding, SOX-compliant audit trail 

Business Benefits
› Boardroom activities are kept confidential 

› Boardroom document management is simplified 

› Boardroom is open 24x7, enabling faster decision making 

› Full audit trail reduces risk of exposure 

Choosing a Board Management Solution
Typical board members are busy, they are often highly mobile and they have to make informed decisions about the most sensitive issues concerning 
their business. The problem is that typical board members aren’t typical. In a recent, independent, Brainloop-sponsored survey, 79% of respondents 
cited ease of use and 61% cited a very high level of security as “must haves”. In the same survey 63% cited customization to secure document 
policies as being equally important. So although ease of use and high security are important, they’re only part of the story. 

About Brainloop

Based in Boston and Munich, Brainloop is the Secure Enterprise 
Information Company enabling document security anytime, 
anywhere. The web-based Secure Platform provides a transparent 
security environment where sensitive documents can only be viewed 
and edited by authorized users. Its tamper-proof audit trail ensures 
that every activity associated with accessing, viewing or editing these 
documents, whether shared with internal stakeholders, external 
auditors or prospective investors are protected, recorded and 
indelibly traced to individual users. Brainloop’s Secure Platform™ 
protects the lifeblood of your business — your intellectual property— 
while enabling efficient and secure collaboration beyond the safety 
of your company‘s firewall.



Contact
Brainloop, headquartered in Munich, Germany, with subsidiaries in Boston, USA, Vienna, Austria and Zurich, Switzerland, is the leading 
provider of document compliance and information management solutions that enable customers to share confidential documents in a 
highly secure and traceable environment. For more information please visit www.brainloop.com. 
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The Brainloop Solution for  
Board Management
Secure

Not all security is created equal. Brainloop’s security is built-in, not 
bolted on. All our solutions have as much, or as little, security as 
customers need: from simple password protection to genuine two-
factor authentication and a system generated PIN sent to a mobile 
phone. Security levels can be set for individual documents and you 
can even safely send documents for external review. 

The same documents that end up being reviewed at board level 
often start with collaboration from mid-level management. Brainloop 
Secure Boardroom™ allows individuals or departments who are not 
board members to provide initial document input and review without 
compromising the integrity of board communications. Brainloop 
makes board management easier for everyone involved – you can 
maintain control of your most sensitive documents from creation 
to approval and stay compliant with your legislative, regulatory and 
corporate processes.

Customizable

Your Boardroom can be accessed 24/7 through any web browser or 
via our full-feature Brainloop Mobile iPad app. it’s easily customizable 
to suit your work practices and processes around document and 
information compliance management. Plus it’s completely  secure.  

The Brainloop Secure Boardroom™ saves time, effort and worry 
for board members and administrators alike. We can help you get 
started, whether it’s providing templates to suit your board structure 
or providing professional services to completely customize the 
solution to suit your business processes.

Simple

With over 10 years‘ experience in supplying boards and enterprises 
with secure and compliant document management solutions, 
Brainloop has learned how board members want to use and access 
their information.

We know that your information is your information and no one 
else’s. And because our solution is easy to use it actually gets used, 
not avoided — keeping your information compliant and under your 
control.

Get Completely Secure – Effortlessly.


